
quiltmamas pattern Casserole Tote

Instructions 
1. Cut main and lining fabric 31" x 
16" each. With remaining fabric, cut 
1 of each fabric for straps 30" x 2". 
Cut 1 of heavy weight interfacing 31 
x 16". Optional: cut 16" square 
Insulbright thermal interfacing. 

                                            
2. Iron your interfacing to the wrong side of the lining, shiny 
side down. Turn over the lining, so interface layer is face 
down, and layer on top the main fabric RST. Option: 
centered and on top, place the 16" square of Insulbright to 
the stack. Use wonderclips to secure the layers for sewing. 

3. Cut a 30" x 2" strip of remainder contrast fabrics for the 
handles: with RSO press in half to form a long center crease.   
Open the fold, and press the outer open edges  1/2" in 
towards the center.  Fold the long strap in half again, and 
edge stitch down each long side to secure 1/4" from edges. 
Cut into two 15" long straps.

4. On the shorter sides of the fabric layers, Mark with chalk 
where to place each handle end 4" from each edge. Place 
one handle inside between main and lining layers and pin in 
place. Repeat on other side with second handle.

5. Stitch around all four sides of bag, leaving a four inch 
section open on one long end for turning RSO.

6. Once carrier is turned RSO, top 
stitch 1/4" from short edges of 
carrier to secure handles. Fold 
short ends to meet in center and 
clip/pin into place. Edge stitch 
through all layers 1/4", stopping 1" 
from center opening. Time for pie! 
Variations: try with   oilcloth, or use 
Kraft-Tex for the handles.

quiltmamas.com etsy.com/shop/quiltmamas

Description 

I created this 
pattern when I saw 
a similar tote 
brought in by a co-
worker heading 

out to a potluck.  Heavier 
weight fabrics work best for 
this bag, plus you can option 
to add a layer of Insulbright 
for insulation. 

Supplies 

Fabric needed: one half yard 
of each for main and inner 
lining. (I prefer heavy weight 
cotton) 31"x16" of heavier 
weight Fusible interfacing. 
Optional: 16"x16" of 
Insulbright interfacing. 

Thread, wonder-clips, scissors,  
sewing machine, steam iron, 
ruler, rotary cutter and mat. 

Use 1/2" seams; RSO=right 
sides out; RST=right sides 
together  

Finished bag:15" x 15" x 1/2" 

 Note: this pattern may not be 
copied without permission, 
but you may make a few of 
these bags to give or sell, as 
long as they are not mass 
produced!

CASSEROLE TOTE 
This project should take about an hour to complete!
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